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THE RELATION BETWEEN STOICHIOMETRIC 

NUMBER AND EXCHANGE REACTION*) 

By 

Akiya MATSUDA and Juro HORIUTI 

(Received March 14, 1962) 

Introduction 

One of the present authors has introduced the concept of stoichiometric 
number of elementary reactions (termed simply steps in what follows), which 
compose directly observed overall reactionsJ)-5). 

Consider that the overall reaction 

Nz + 3Hz = 2NH3 ( 1 ) 

occurs as the resultant of the set of steps 

Hz ---> 2H (a) , 3 (2. a) 

Nz -> 2N(a) , 1 (2. b) 

N (a) + H (a) ---> NH (a) , 2 (2. c) 

NH (a) + H (a) ---> NHz (a) , 2 (2. d) 

NHz (a) + H (a) -> NH3 , 2 (2. e) 

where (a) denotes the adsorbed state of atom or atom group. The overall reaction 
(1) is completed without creating or consuming the intermediates, H(a) etc., if 
each step occurs by the number of times of the figure annexed to the right
hand side of the appropriate scheme. These numbers are stoichiometric numbers 
of the respective steps; this set of stoichiometric numbers is shown4

)') unique 
for such completion of (1) as mentioned above, which is termed that the set 
( 2) of steps provides a single reaction route4

)') of the overall reaction (1). 

It has been shown in the case, where a set of steps provides a single 
reaction route and has a rate-determining step!)3)') that 

(3. a) 

t. e. 

).Ir = -dFI RTlnV IV , (3. b) 

* ) This paper was presented at the Third 5eminar on Electrochemistry at the Central Electro
chemical Research Institute, Karaikudi, India. 
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where V or V is the forward or backward unidirectional rate of the overall 
reaction at the steady state, l.i r the stoichiometric number of the rate-determining 
step, -LlF the affinity of the overall reaction, i. e. the decrease of free energy 
of the system, in which it occurs, per mol its occurence and R or T the gas 
constant or the absolute temperature. A particular form6

)7) 

l.i =_~(aJF) 
r RT av e 

(4. a) 

or an alternative one 

l/l.i r = - RTa In V /aLlF + RTa In V /aJF (4. b) 

of (3) has been applied according to circumstances, where suffix e signifies 
the quantities in equilibrium of the overall reaction and 

v=v-V (5 ) 

is the directly observed rate of the overall reaction. 
The unidirectional rate V or V has been determined for the practical 

determination of l.i r by labelling it with isotopes')?)"), but this method is subject 
to a certain limitation, which is going to be investigated in the present paper. 

We deal exclusively with the case, where there exist a single reaction route 
and a rate-determining step, and the isotopic tracer is transferred from a single 
chemical species A on the left-hand side of the chemical equation of the overall 
reaction to that B on its right-hand side; such tracer may be nitrogen or 
hydrogen isotope in the case of the overall reaction (1) and hydrogen isotope 
alone in the case of the hydrogen electrode reaction 

2H++2.s = H2, 

where .s is metal electron. 

(6 ) 

In the case of (2) nitrogen is transferred from A==N2 into B==NH3 through 
the single sequence of steps (2. b), (2. c), (2. d) and (2. e) being successively handed 
over from one to anothor step. Such sequence of steps will be called a path 
of exchange and the single sequence, in particular, the single path of exchange. 
The same set provides three different sequences of steps for hydrogen transfer 
from A==H2 into B==NH3 ; such set of sequences is called a multipath, or 
particularly treble path, of exchange. There is a single path of hydrogen 
exchange between A == H + and B == H2 for the single reaction route of (6) provided 
by the set, 

H++.s- H(a), 

2H (a) -> H2, 
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but double path of hydrogen exchange between A=H+ and B=Hz for the 
alternative single reaction route provided by the set, 

H++c-~H(a), 

H++H(a)+c ----. Hz. 

(8. a) 

(8. b) 

In what follows we first review the fundamental properties of the overall 
reaction of a single reaction route with a rate-determining step so far as necessary 
for the present application (§ 1), define the forward and backward exchange 
rates, Vex and Vex' and the stoichiometric number liex of the rate-determining 
step formally derived from Vex and Vex (§2), develope the theory of exchange 
reaction through the single path (§ 3), treat the exchange reaction of multipath 
with the special example of (8) (§ 4) and finally draw conclusions from the 
results of these investigations (§ 5). 

Isotopic difference of rates is ignored throughout the present treatment. 

§ 1. Single Reaction Route with Rate-Determining Step 

We have for any thermal step')]G)2)3) 

v./V. = exp (-L1F.jRT) , (9 ) 

where - LlF. is the affinity of step s or the decrease of free energy of the 
system, in which the step s is going on, per mol its occurrence. Let s = 1"", S 
be a set of steps providing a single reaction route. The rate-determining step 
is defined such one among these S constituent steps as the relevant forward 
and the backward rates, -Dr and vr> are respectively sufficiently small compared 
with the forward and backward rates of any other constituent step S' ( = 1, .. " r-l, 
r+ 1", ',S) at the steady state of the overall reaction. In general we haveS) 

(10) 

where li. 1S the stoichiometric number of the s-th step referred to the chemical 
equation of the overall reaction*). It follows from the definition of the rate
determining stepS)**), that 

Eliminating -Dr and vr from these equations and (9) written particularly for r as 

* ) The set of stoichiometric numbers of a single reaction route is numerically definite, when 
referred to the relevant chemical equation of definite coefficients as those of (2) referred 
to (1); cf. Refs. 4 and 5. 

"") The overall reaction is completed once in forward or backward direction as soon as r 
occurs Yr-times in the respective direction, since other steps are occurring back and forth 
sufficiently frequently according to the premise, hence the equations. 
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we have 

V IV = exp (-LlFrIRT). 

We might agree for the sake of definite presentation that 

V>V, 

or according to (5) that 

v>o. 

(11) 

(12. a) 

(12. b) 

The directions of individual steps are selected properly, so that all ).is's are 
positive4

)'). We have now at the steady state 

V - vs-i/, - , s= 1,···,8. (13) 
lis 

It follows from (13), (12.b) and (9) 

-LlF.>O, (14. a) 

unless ).is = 0, in which case 

LlFs = 0, ).is = o. (14. b) 

In consequence, we have 

-LlF> 0 (15) 

apart from the trivial case, where all ).is's are zero. A step of zero stoichiometric 
number will be called a zero·step*). 

We have besides by the definition of the rate·determining step with reference 
to (9) and (13) 

-LlFs' ~ 0, 

'k) It might seem at first sight that a zero·step has nothing to do with the steady reaction in 
question, hence ignorable. The following example might show that this is not the case. 
Consider the Nernst chain 

CI+H.--, CIH+H, H+CI.-> HCI+CI (i), (ii) 

and the other set which consists of the Nernst chain and the additional step 

CI.-+ 2Cl. (iii) 

Each set has a single reaction route (Ref. 4 and 5) which is specified by the stoichiometric 
numbers 1 and 1 respectively of the steps (i) and (ii) for the former set and by those 1, 
1 and 0 respectively of the steps (i), (ii) and (iii) for the latter set, as referred to the 
chemical equation H,+CI.=2HCI of the overall reaction. 
There exists now the physical difference between the two sets that the population of Cl, 
hence of H, is maintained at any incidental value in the former set, whereas at that in 
equilibrium with CI. in the latter set. 
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hence by (14) and (15) 

-))rLiFr> > - L: ))8,LiF\, 

or practically 

LiF = ))rLiFr . 

(16) 

Eq. (3) is obtained by substituting LiFr from the above equation into (11). 

§ 2. Exchange Rates and !.lex 

Let I be the kind of atom exchanged between A and B, I' its particular 
isotope with which the exchange is traced, x A or X B the fraction of I' in I of 
A or that of Band m the number of I atoms comprized in either side of the 
relevant chemical equation*l. 

The forward exchange rate V ex is now defined as the rate of I' transferred 
from A to B for x A = 1 and XB = 0 divided by m, whereas the backward one 
Vex that reversely from B to A for XA = 0 and XB = 1 similarly divided by m. 
It follows from the definitions that 

(17) 

since the overall rate of the transfer of I atoms from A to B is given by the 
definitions either as m(Vex-Vex) or as m V. It follows from (5) and (17) 

We define ))ex by an equation similar to (3. b) 

))ex = -LiF/ RTln (Vex/Vex), 

which equals ))r) if V ex and V ex equal V and V respectively. 

(18) 

(19) 

It is investigated below how(J, V and ))r are reproduced respectively by 
'Vex' Vex and ))ex observed by means of isotope. 

§ 3. Single Pflth Exchange 

The V ex and Vex are formulated and discussed in the case of the single 
path, by which I atoms are handed over successively from one to another step 
from A to B. Let the steps of the single path be numbered as 1, "',n,' .. ,N, 
in order of them passing I from A to B. This group of steps are part or all 
of the set of steps, 1, "',s, .. ·,S, providing a single reaction route of the overall 
reaction. Such single path consists, e. g. of steps from (2. b) to (2. e) for nitrogen, 

*) Let I or II be for instance nitrogen or N15 respectively with regard to the overall reaction 
(2), in which case A=N2, B=NH, and m=2. 

-18 -
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which are comprized by the set of steps from (2.a) to (2.e) providing a single 
reaction route of (1). In the case of (7), the single path of exchange reaction 
between A=H+ and B=Hz is identical with the set of steps (7) providing 
a single reaction route of the overall reaction (6). In this case the rate
determining step of (6) is comprized inevitably in the single path of exchange. 

We have now 

(20) 

where an is the number of I atoms conveyed by one act of n-th step of the 
single path and !--n its stoichiometric number, and 

Vex = VI,Nlm, Vex = VN,Jm , (21. a), (21. b) 

where Ii I ,N is the rate of I' atoms passing from A to B through the single 
path at X A = 1 and Xs = 0 and V N,I the rate of the reverse transfer of I' atoms 
at x A = 0 and XB = 1. 

The rate V I,N is expressed as 

V\N = a,v, . Vz,NI(a/vI + VZ,N) 

or as 

1/\T"N = 1Ia,v , + (V/VI) (l;Vz.N) , 

where suffix 1 or 2 refers to the first or the second step of the single path, and 
'In,N n=l, .. ·,N, the rate of If atoms passing from the initial complex of n-th 
steps with its I atoms consisting exclusively of I', to B, whose I atoms contains 
none of I' . We have similarly 

1/ Vz,N = 1Ia/82+(vzlv2)(1/V3N), 

l/V:s -
"

N = 1Ias- ,vN- , + (VN-)VN-I)(l!VN,N) , 

where VN,s is by definition the forward rate of the N-th step, l. e. 

V N N = aNvN , 

El~minating V2,x, ... , V N,S from the above N equations, we have 
._". h~ 

(VI,Nt l = L: (Rn_,anv,,)"' , (22. a) 
n=l 

where 
n 

Rn = II (vnlvn ) , Ro = 1. (22. b), (22. c) 
n=l 

-19 -
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It follows from (20), (21. a) and (22.a) 
N 

l/Vex = .E ).inIRn-/iJn· 
n=l 

The rate V N,l is given similarly as 

hence by (21. b) and (20) 

It follows immediately from (23) that 

Vex/Vex = RN , 

or developing RN according to (22. b) and (9), that 
--to- _ .J.V 

V exIV ex = exp( - .E ilFn/ RT) . 
n-l 

(23. a) 

(23. b) 

(24) 

(25) 

We now investigate Vex' Vex and ).iex in the case, where (i) the single path 
of exchange comprizes the rate-determining step or (ii) not. The (ii) or (i) is 
the case, e. g. for nitrogen exchange accompanied by (2), according as (2. a) 
determines the rate or not. 

(i) We have in this case practically 
N 

.E ilFn = ilF,. (26) 
n=l 

according to (14) and (16), admitting that ).is's different from zero are of the 
order of magnitude of unity, hence according to (25) 

(lex/Vex = exp(-ilF,./RT). 

It follows from (27) and (11) that 

Vex/Vex =V/V , 

hence according to (3. b) and (19) 

(27) 

We see now referring to (18), that V, V and ).i,. are respectively reproduced 
by Vex' Vex and ).iex, which are isotopically traced. 

(ii) In the case, where the rate-determining step is not implied in the single 
path, we have according to (16) 

(28) 
n=l 

since then the set of steps, n = 1, .. " N, is identical with or a part of the set 
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of steps, s'=I"',r-l, r+l, .. ·,S. It follows from (28), (ll) and (25) 

In Vex/Vex«ln V/V, (29) 

hence according to (3. b) and (19) 

We have from (29) with reference to (18) 

Vex»V, Vex»\7. 

The latter situation, that 'Vex, Vex and ).lex far exceed V , V and ).Ir respectively 
may be actualized with nitrogen exchange through the steps of (2), if (2. a) 
governed the rate of the overall reaction, but not in the case of (7), where the 
rate-determining step is inevitably comprized in the single path of exchange as 
mentioned above. 

§ 4. Multipath Exchange 

We deal with the particular example of (8) of the multi path exchange 
leaving the generalization to further works. 

We have in this case a double path of exchange composed of paths I 
and II associated with the single reaction route of (8) of the overall reaction 
(6); path I consists of (8.a) and (B. b), which hand over hydrogen atom succes
sively from the state of H+ to that of a constituent atom of H2 and path II 
consists solely in (8. b), which transfers H+ directly to the other constituent 
atom of H 2 • 

Let VI or VII be the rate of I' transferred respectively through the path 
I or II from A to B at x A = 1 and Xll = 0; they are expressed as 

VI = v/82/(V 1 + v2l 
VII = V2 , 

(30. I) 

(30. II) 

where VI or v2 is the forward rate of (8.a) or (8.b) respectively and VI is the 
backward one of (8.a). We see that (30.1) or (30. II) is the special case ofV,.,v 
as given by (22. a) for N = 2 and at = a 2 = 1 or for N = 1 and a 1 = 1 respectively. 
The forward rate Vex of exchange is now by definition"') the quotient of VI + VII 
over m = 2, i. e. 

Vex = ~ {V1V2/(V 1 + V2 ) + V,} . 
2 

The backward rate Vex of exchange is similarly derived as 

*) c:r. §2. 

- 21-
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V..... 1 {- - /(- - ) -} ex = ~ V 2V 2 V, + V 2 + V 2 • 

2' 
(31. b) 

where :Z', is the backward rate of (8. b). 
Eqs. (31. a) and (31. b) have already been derived by FRUMKIN") in terms 

of the relevant rates of electricity unidirectionally conveyed. 

The ratio if ex/Vex is now according to (31) 

Vex 
V:-

which is the weighted mean of Rn given by (22. b) for I and that for II with 
weights v, and v, + v2 respectively. Rewriting the above equation as 

V, +v, +v2 

2V, +V2 

we see that the second factor is practically unity in either case of the rate
determining step (8.a) or (S. b), where v, < <v2 and v, < <v2 or V,:;:::::V,> >v2 

respectively, hence by (9) 

Vex/f.7 ex = exp(-l1F2/RT), 

where -l1F2 is the affinity of (8. b). 

It follows now from (16), that 

-l1F2> > -l1Fr 
or 

l1F2 = l1F,. 

(32) 

according as (S. a) or (8. b) is the rate-determining step. In the former case, we 
have by (11) and (32) 

InV ex/,i ex < < In V /V , (33. a) 

hence according to (3. b) and (19) 

).iex> >).ir (33. b) 

or with reference to (IS) 

V ex> > V , Vex> > V , 
similarly as in the case of (ii), § 3. In the latter case we have by (11) and (32) 

Vex/Vex = V/V , 

hence according to (3. b) and (19) 

-22-
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J.Jex = l.ir 

or referring to (18) 

similarly as in the case of (i), § 3. 
The ).iex, Vex and "ex thus reproduce ).i~, V and ,7 respectively, if the rate is 

governed by (8. b), which is shared between paths I and II, but far exceed the 
latters, if otherwise. 

§ 5. Conclusions 

So far we have investigated the method of determining Ii, V and ).i,. by 
means of isotopic tracer in the case of overall reaction of a single reaction 
route with a rate-determining step. The overall reaction of such type accom
panies an exchange reaction of single path or that of multipath. In the case 
of single path Vex' Vex and ).iex respectively reproduce or exceed Ii, V and ).i,. 

according as the single path comprizes the rate-determining step of the overall 

reaction or not. In the case of multipath it was shown with special reference 

to the example of (8), that V ex, Vex and ).iex respectively reproduce or exceed 
If, V and ).i,. according as the rate-determining step is (8. b) or not, which is 
shared between the constituent paths I and II of the double path. 
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